OAMR Reception home learning grid
If you only have 15
minutes free today…
1) Read your child a story and
ask them to help you pick out
the sounds / words they know.
2) Do the Maths activity – this
should only take 5-10 minutes.
3) Do a craft activity with your
child – why not sit opposite
each other and paint a picture
of each other?

Monday 11th May
2020

Listen to the ‘Chocolate’ song (click the hyperlink
to view). Create a performance to it. You could
sing, dance, play an instrument or all 3! Why not
upload your performance to Tapestry for your
teachers to enjoy?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_5FSehaTBU

Literacy – Chocolate week
Watch this clip about the journey of chocolate.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGaLWuLzHBU
Where do cocoa pods grow?
How many times a year do farmers pick/harvest cocoa pods?
How long do the cocoa pods stay out in the sun?
What is a port?
How long does it take ships to deliver the chocolate from Columbia to Great
Britain?

Phonics – Tricky words
Today we are focusing on the tricky word ‘he’. Ask
your child to write it down and talk about which
part is tricky (the letter ‘e’ is the ‘tricky’ part
because it doesn’t make the sound ‘eh’ like we have
learnt so far). Now cover the word up, and ask
them to write it again. Try this 3 times.

Maths
What 2D shapes can you see in this picture? Can you describe them
to your adult? Which shape are there the most/least of?

Challenge: This man is Willy Wonka and he owns a
chocolate factory. Can you write 3 sentences about
him using the word ‘he’?
E.g. ‘He has a red hat’
Mrs Thomas’ raffle
ticket challenge: Do
something nice for
everyone in your
household

How many rectangles and triangles are there altogether?
If you add the purple and green circles together and then take away
the number of orange circles. How many circles would you have left?
Super challenge: The answer is 3. What is the question?
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